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ABSTRACT
The total elastic and positronium
formation cross sections of the
inelastic collisions between posi-
trons and various one-valence-
electron atoms, (namely hydrogen,
Lithium, sodium, potassium and
rubidium), and one-valence-elect-
ron ions, (namely hydrogen-like,
Lithium-Like and alkaline-earth
positive ions) are determined
using an elaborate modified coupl-
ed-static approximation. Special
attention is devoted to the behav-
ior of the Ps cross sections at
the energy regions lying above the
Ps formation thresholds.
The interest of many authors in the
collisions of positrons with one-
valence-electron targets has been
enormously increased in the last
couple of years. In case of atomic
targets (e.g. lithium, sodium, and
potassium), various investigations
have been carried out in order to
calculate the elatsic and excita-
tion cross sections under the as-
sumption that the positron/urn for-
mat/on channel, (which is open even
at zero incident energy), has ir-
relevant contribution to the total
inelastic cross sections. Particu-
larly, the very recent results of
Ward et at {l}, (for a review, see
the references therein), have em-
phasized this argument at energies
above 10 eV in comparison with the
careful experimental results of the
Detroit Group {2}.
For atomic targets (e.g. H, Li, Na,
K and Rb) as well as ionic targets
(e.g. hydrogen-like, Lithium-like
and alkaline-earth positive ions),
the author has determined total
elastic and positronium formation
cross sections on a unified basis
by virtue of a coupled-static for-
malism which allows for the switch-
_ng on of the positronium polarisa-
tion potentials. He also employed
a restricted coupled-static tech-
nique (with symmetrical reactance
matrices) for the treatment of the
positron collisions with alkali
atoms and alkaline-earth positive
ions. Tables I and 2 contain the
results of this treatment. It is
obvious that the role of the Ps
channel increases with the size of
the target and that interesting be-
haviors (resonances) show up in
most cross sections of the problems
considered. In table 3 we find the
values of the elastic cross sections
of the collisions of positrons with
hydrogeniike ions determined at
energies below the Ps threshotd of
+
e - H scattering. Figs. 1 and 2 show
the variation of the total elastic
and Ps formation cross sections with
a parameter 6_relate_ to the inci-
den s energy(k_) by k l = 13.6 (/tEpeE T
+6) L eV. From the first figure we
realize that the elastic cross sec-
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|ions of all ions decrease mono-
tonically with the increase oF 6,
while the Ps cross sections assume
the opposite behavior and decrease
(almost an order of magnitude) with
the inc£ease oF Z.
In Figs. 3 and b_ we present two
examples1=or our last investigation,
namely the collisions oF positrons
with l_thium-isoelectronlc [ons.
There we plot the relation between
l_the totalePs cross seot[o_s+ and the+
-t_ident nergy for e - C and e -
N , £espectively,with and w_thout
switching on the Ps polarisation
potentials. It is clea_ that these
potentials shift the maxima Of the
pure coupled'static cross sections
towa£ds the Ps thresholds {3}.
Finally, we hope that the present
wo_k would d£aw the attention of' =
positron community to the field oF
positron-ion collisions and encou-
rage the thee#isis 19 investigate
the problems tackled here using
mo_e etabocate techniques.
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TABLE3 - Total daslic c_o_s-sect(o,,s (_,_ af,) of the coll;sio,s o[ positro,_s w_tk d,/fe,'e,r
h;jdrogeJd_ke favgets a( eltevgle_ be{olu the p_ formntio_e thveshold _t¢ e'.H seaUe_i_ 9.
k,(eV) Targe!s
H He" Li _. Be :" B'" Na _s"
0.1 4.229 0.|37 0.1110 0.0415 0 01520 0,001 i96
0.5 |.113 04._A 0.1106 0.0414 0.0|9 IT 0.00119'5
i.0 3978 0.|30 0.1100 0.0413 0.01914 0.001 195
1.5 3,_J_ 0_J25 O, IC95 0.041 1 0.019 lO 0_00| 194
2.0 3.738 0.421 3. 1090 0.0410 0.0190"1 0,001 194
30 3.631 0.417 O. t085 0.0409 0.01903 0.001193
3.5 3.437 0.413 0.1080 0.0408 0.01900 0.001 193
4.0 3.350 0.409 0. t075 0.0407 0.01896 0.001 192
4.5 3.267 0.406 O. 1070 0.0406 0.01893 0.00! 192
5.0 3189 O, _O'Z. 0.1065 0.0405 0.01889 0.001191
55 3. i15 0398 0.[060 0,0403 0.01886 0,001 191
6.0 3046 0.395 O, 1055 0.0402 0.01882 0.001 190
6.5 2.978 0.391 0.1050 0.0401 0.01879 0,001 189
2.0
0 0.0+- 00a 0.1Z 0,111 _ 0.20
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Fig, LL - Variation ot the LoUd po4itronium formation c'_[_seetion of e'-N'" inelastic
• catte_ieg _th the incident ener1_'. • pu.rleeoupled-_tatie clfltmlatio_. C] ¢oupled+s_tie
_th Ps poIlu_z.ttion.
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